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Abstract
In the technical literature, based on certain simplifying hypotheses, there were presented explicit analytical expressions for
the curves of infiltration through earth massifs, under non-permanent conditions. We found that the accuracy of the models
that lead to the determination of such curves of infiltration is strongly dependent on the accuracy of approximating the
flood hydrographs with analytical functions. From authors experience in the area of flood waves mitigation, remarkable
results were obtained when the flood hydrographs were approximated with cubic spline functions. Therefore we intended
to extend this type of approximation to the hydraulic models that determine the curves of infiltration through massive
chunks of earth. For the purpose of developing such hydraulic models, more easily exploitable in expedite applications, we
appealed also to flood hydrograph approximations with unique polynomial functions of 1st and 3rd degree. After
reviewing the methodologies used to develop the hydraulic models from recent technical literature, in a consistent manner,
we designed an original general algorithm - applicable to any approximating analytical function for flood hydrographs.
For validation, this new algorithm was first tested on the cases already treated in topical works - which led to similar
results. Then, with the same new algorithm, have been addressed also the new proposed issues. The results for all
representative specific cases considered, were consistent with those obtained by numerical simulation, using appropriate
software and based on hydrodynamic models well established in the field.
Key words: guard levee dyke, infiltration curve, hydraulic model, Boussinesq diffusivity equation.

INTRODUCTION

duration tC, and with the zero level of the graph
equal with the level of the impermeable bed;
3. The porosity corresponding to the dike’s
initial humidity nI, (imposed by the volume of
water-filled holes fraction), is lower then the
drainage porosity, nd ( 0  nI  nd );
4. Infiltration takes place along horizontal
parallel stream lines.
Based on these hypotheses, the diffuseness
equation determined by Boussinesq for unidimensional domains, and the boundary
conditions attached to it are customized as:
nd  h    h 

 h  , for t  tI and x [ x0 , x0  L]
koz  t  x   x 
(1)
- initial condition: t = tI = 0, h = I(x)  HI=
HHF (tI) , for x ≥ x0 ;
(2)
- boundary conditions:
in/at x = x0=0, h = C0(t) = H HF  t  , for t  tI ;

Dikes are hydraulic construction, used for
protection against flooding which are cyclically
under load during floods.
In the technical literature, eg (Chiorescu et al.,
2007; Pietraru, 1975; Popescu et al., 2009),
there were presented explicit analytical
expressions for the curves of infiltration
through earth massifs, under non-permanent
conditions, based on the following simplifying
hypotheses:
1. The dike is considered an homogeneous
solid pile of earth, semi-infinite (on the
direction of infiltration, the width L is
considered to extend infinitely) and with the
upstream bank (m = mAM >0), placed on an
horizontal impermeable bed;
2. On the (upstream) slope of the massive,
located in the section x=x0, the free level of
water varies by a law imposed by the ascending
branch of the flood hydrograph, HHF (t), with

in/at x0 + L, h  HI , for t  tI .
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(3)
(4)

In the expressions above, unspecified (directly
In the expressions above, th represents the time
into text) symbols, have the following
when the flood wave reaches the imposed load
meanings: t - independent time variable; tI on h and satisfies the equations:
1
initial moment; x - independent space variable;
H HF  th   h  0 or th  H HF
h ,
x0 and x0 + L – the limits of space domain; h
with tI  th  tI  tC
(7)
= h(x, t) - water depth (free level of water
In (Chiorescu et al., 2007) and (Popescu et al.,
above the impermeable bed); koz - hydraulic
2009) was first determined the general solution
conductivity at saturation, on horizontal
of differential equation (5) and then using the
direction. Within the same simplifying
contour condition (6), was evaluated the
hypotheses, in work (Chiorescu et al., 2007;
appropriate integration constant for the
Popescu et al., 2009) there was inferred the
particular solution.
diffuseness equation of the infiltration as a
In the present work this particular solution was
differential equation with separable variables:
directly - by introducing contour
 nd  nI  x  mh  dx  koz  H HF t   h dt (5) obtained
condition (6) within the limits of integration of
Particular solutions of the equation can be
equation (5):
x
t
obtained for the contour conditions (3), and are
 H    hd  0
n
n

mh
d

k







c
I
oz


presented explicit in the following general
mh
th  Viit
form:
(8)
x0  mh , t  th , with tI  th  tI  tc
(6)
thus resulting, in succession:
x
t
 0.5 2  mh  mh  n koz n h t  th   n koz n th H HF  d  0,
d
I
d
I
(9)

 nd  nI   x2  2mxh  m2 h2   2koz h  t  th   2koz t

t

h

H HF  d  0.

Accordingly, to find the equation for the curves
of infiltration under non-permanent regime in
implicit general form:
  h, x, t   0
(10)

Given the above, in Table 1 were centralized
the following: in column 2 - the formal type of
analytical expressions for the hydrograph
H HF  t  ; in column 3 - cases where already

where t is considered as a parameter, one has
simply to solve the equation (7) with th as
unknown, to obtain the analytical expression
for the primitive function H HF  t  and then to

have been obtained or proposed, analytical
solutions of the form (10); in column 5 - cases
of the analytical solutions for the equation
Bousinesq (1); in columns 4 and 6 - verification
by numerical methods, undertaken by the
authors, for the analytical solutions from
columns 3 and 5.

evaluate the integral defined by (9),
t

J   H HF  d

(11)

th

Table 1. Particular solutions of diffuseness equations (1) and (5)
No.
1
1
2
3(*
4(*
5(*
(*

H HF  t 
2
linear, reduced form
periodic, cosinusoidal
linear, full form
polynomial of the 3rd degree
natural cubic spline function

analytical,
for (5)

numerical,
for (5)

analytical,
for (1)

numerical,
for (1)

3
mAM≥0, [1]
mAM≥0, [5]
mAM≥0
mAM≥0
mAM≥0

4
mAM=0, [5]
mAM=0

5
mAM=0, [2]

6
mAM=0, [5]
mAM=0
mAM=0
mAM=0

issues addressed and resolved with this work
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Next, there will be presented specific analytical
expressions of this function and how to
determine them in the case of a flood
hydrograph determined based on hydrometric
measurements, then we'll summarize the main
results obtained in work (Chiorescu et al.,
2007) and (Popescu et al., 2009), and address
the problems listed in (Table 1) - lines 1 ... 3.
Finally, in a specific case study, there will be a
comparative assessment of the technical
performance of each analytical solution for the
differential equations (5), accepting as
reference the numerical solution obtained using
the established computer software package,
FEFLOW.

To mention that the cubic spline function has
been used successfully in the flood hydrograph
approximation models for flood mitigation
(Popescu, 2000).
The ascending branch of a given flood
hydrograph, H HF  t  , with t  tI , tI  tC  , it is

usually represented by N  2 pairs of values:
 t1  0, H1  H I  , , t j , H j , , t N  tI  tC , H N  H max 





(17)
In determining the correlation coefficients (12),
..., (15), the best results were obtained by the
method of least squares of Gauss (Popescu et
al., 2009). For polynomial correlations (14)
and (15) there were used (directly) the
MATLAB
functions
poyfit,
employed,
respectively, in the forms,
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polyfit (t, H, 1) and polyfit (t, H, 3),

Analytical expressions for flood hydrographs
For the types of functions that approximate the
ascending branch of the flood hydrograph
(Table 1) - 2nd column, real analytic
expressions for the function H HF  t  , are

(18)

where t and H are vectors, containing each N
elements of pairs (17),
t = {t1, t2,…, tN } and H = {H1, H2,…,
HN }.
(19)

tabulated in (Table 2) - 3rd column.
Table 2. Approximating functions for the ascending branch of a flood hydrograph
No.

Approximating
function

1
1

2
linear, reduced form

2

periodic, cosinusoidal

3(*

linear, full form

4(*

polynomial of the 3rd
degree

H HF  t  ,

for

t  t I , t I  tC 

Eq. no.

Observations

3

4

5

vLVt

(12)

vLV – growth speed of water level
(W.L.)

(13)

H - temporary average load
 - amplitude

(14)

vLV - growth speed of W.L.
HI - load at the tI moment

(15)

a, b, c, d - polynomial coefficients

H   cos


tC

t

vLV t  H I

at 3  bt 2  ct  d
Pj  t   a j  b j  t  t j  

5(*

natural cubic spline
function

c j t  t j   d j t  t j 
2

3

(16)

for t  t j , t j 1  and

N 1
j 1

j =1,2,…, N-1

vLV   j 1 t j H j
N

Correlation coefficients (12) and (13) were
derived by direct application of the method of
least squares, thus resulting:

t1  tI
tN  tI  tC
t j , t j 1   t I , t I  tC 



 t 
N

j 1

j

2

or vLV  H t (20)

which has to be verified numerically, and then
according to (Popescu et al., 2009),
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N
N

NH
H    j 1 cos  tC  t j   j 1 H j


N
N
N
 H  j 1 cos  tC  t j   j 1 cos 2  tC  t j   j 1 H j cos  tC  t j


process described in the introductory section
and based on solving the equation (7) and on
the integral relations (8) and (9), one has
resumed solving the cases included in (Table 1)
- column 3, at row no. 1 and 2.

Accuracy of approximating function can be
assessed using mean squared deviation,
deduced with the relationship:



 j 1  H HF  t j   H j 
N

2

 N  1 .

(22)

Spline function coefficients (16) were
determined using the following set of two
MATLAB functions:
Pp = spline(t, H), pj=fnbrk(pp,j), with j
= 1,2,…,N-1.
(23)
Since for the spline functions, the conditions
are met,
H HF  t j   Pj  t   a j  H j , for j =

1,2,…,N-1, and H HF  t N   PN 1  t N  ,

Hydrograph shaped by a linear function,
reduced form
Introducing the expression (12) of the
hydrograph (Table 2) - row no. 1, column 3, in
the equation (7) and in the integral (11), will
result, successively:

vLV th  h  0 and th  h vLV .
t

(24)

th

the expression (22) becomes:

   PN 1  t N   H N 

t

N 1 .

(21)

(25)

th

(26)

t

t

th

h vLV

H HF  d  vLV  d  0.5vLV  2
H HF  d  0.5  vLVt  h2 vLV(25)
.

(27)

Substituting expression (27) in relation (9), is
found equation (14) from work (Chiorescu et
al., 2007):

Analytical
expressions
for
existing
(in)filtration curves
To test the process of inference for the
analytical solutions of the form   h, x, t   0 ,

koz
1 2
1
1 2 2 1 koz
x  mxh
ht  vLVt 2 
h m 
(28)
0.
2
2
nd  nI 
vLV nd  nI 
 2 
the equation (7) and in the integral (11), will
Hydrograph
shaped
by
a
periodic,
result, successively:
cosinusoidal function
Introducing the expression (13) of the
hydrograph (Table 2) - row no. 2, column 3, in
H   cos  th tC   h  0 , cos  th tC    H  h   ;

sin  th tC   1   H  h   
t
th

H HF  d 

t
th

2

and th   tc   arccos  H  h    ;

i  t  |tt ;
 H   cos  t d  H |tt  t    sin
C

h

tc

Substituting expression (30) in relation (9),
leads to the same equation that would be
obtained by (Popescu et al., 2009), by

C

c

t
H h

 C  s in t
H HF  d  H t  arccos
ar

th
  
tC
 
t

(29)

tC

h

2

H h
 1
 .

  

(30)

substitution of the constant of integration C(h),
given by (29) in the general solution (26):
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1 2
1
x  mxh  m2 h 2 
2
2
(31)
2
tC
koz  tc
H h
 t tC


 t  arccos
  h  H    s in   1   H  h      0
nd  nI  
tC 



time, t, as parameter, is based on the algorithm
Analytical
expressions
proposed
for
established with the relations (7) and (8) (in)filtration curves
First we have inferred hydraulic models based
algorithm already implemented for the models
on approximating flood hydrographs with
described by the eqs. (28) and (31).
unique polynomial functions - easy to use for
expedite applications, but more precise than
Hydrograph shaped by a linear function, full
those presented in (Table 2) - row no. 1 and eq.
form
(28). Then, due to an outstanding performance
Obviously, the accuracy of the approximation
with the models for floods mitigation (Popescu,
by a linear function, full form, is at least equal
2000), we extended the process of flood
to that obtained by using the reduced form,
hydrograph
approximation
with
spline
containing the first degree term only.
functions, to the hydraulic models that
Introducing the expression (14) of the
determine the curves of (in)filtration through
hydrograph (Table 2) - row no. 3, column 3, in
earth massifs. In these cases also, the deduction
the equation (7) and in the integral (11), will
of the family of (in)filtration curves, with the
result, successively:
vLV th  H I  h  0 şi th   h  H I  vLV ;
t
th

t
th

t

H HF  d 

th

 vLV

(32)

 H I d   0.5vLV

2

 HI

t



h HI 

vLV

;

2
H HF  d  0.5 vLVt 2   h  H I  vLV   H I t   h  H I  vLV  .



(33)

Substituting expression (33) in relation (9), will finally result in:

2koz 
koz
1
1
2
 h  H I  t  vNIV t 2   m2h2 
h  HI   0
(34)

nC  nI 
vNIV nC  nI
2

A partial verification of the result, represented
the equation (7) and in the integral (11). Thus
by equation (34), is that by introducing the
the time th represents the real root from the
condition of reduced linear law, HI=0, in
following equation of the 3rd degree, with th as
equations (33) and (34), one will find,
unknown and which, in addition, meets all the
respectively, the equations (27) and (28).
conditions from inequalities (7):
x 2  2mxh 

ath3  bth2  cth  d  h  0 .

Hydrograph shaped by a polynomial of the
3rd degree
One has substituted the expression (15) of the
hydrograph (Table 2) - row no. 4, column 3, in
t

th
t
th

H HF  d 

t

th

a

3

b

2

(35)

while, at the same time, from the integral (11)
results successively:

 c  d d ;

3
2
H HF  d   t  th  a  t  th  4  b t  th  3  c t  th  2  d 



(36)

Substituting expression (36) in relation (9), will finally result in:

koz
x2
m2 h 2
a
b
c
3
2
 mxh 

 t  th  h   t  th   t  th   t  th   d   0 .
nd  nI
2
2
4
3
2
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(37)

Thus the time th represents the real root of the
following equation of the 3rd degree, with th as
unknown:

Hydrograph shaped by a cubic spline function
One has substituted the expression (16) of the
hydrograph (Table 2) - row no. 5, column 3, in
the equation (7) and in the integral (11).
a j*  b j* th  t j*  c j* th  t j*

where for the index j* , j*  ^1, 2,

2

 d j* th  t j*

, N  1` , h
(39)

thus resulting that,

th  ª¬t j* , t j*1 º¼ ,

h

0,

(38)

(40), can be obtained directly with the
following two specialized MATLAB functions:
pp=spline(t, H-h) şi t_h=fnzeros(pp,
[t_I, t_I +t_C]) .
(41)
With the substitution indicated above, for any
given time t,

is required to satisfy the condition,

h  ª¬ H j* , H j*1 º¼ .

3

(40)

t  >tk * , tk *1 @ , with j* d k * d N  1 ,

(42)
which, evidently, meets all the conditions from
and applying the additivity property on the
inequalities (7).
limits (of integration) for the definite integrals,
With the proper notations, specific to
integral (11) becomes:
MATLAB’s own language and programming
environment, such as, th=t_h, the solution for
the equation (38), which satisfies the condition
t
*
*

³th Pj* W dW , for k j
t
°
(43)
³th H HF W dW ® t j*1
tV 1
t
k *1
° ³ Pj* W dW  ¦ V j*1 ª ³ PV W dW º  ³ Pk * W dW , for k * ! j *
¬« tV
¼» tk
¯ th
Since,
u
2
3
³tV PV W dW u  tV ª«¬ aV  bV u  tV 2  cV u  tV 3  dV u  tV 4º»¼ ,
and with the notation,
2
3 º
<V u
u  tV ª« aV  bV u  tV 2  cV u  tV
3  dV u  tV
4» ,
(44)
¬
¼
the relation (43), finally, becomes:

< j* t  < j* th , for k * j *
t
°
(45)
³th HViit W dW ®< j* t j*1  < j* th  ¦ k*1 <V tV 1 < k* t , for k * ! j* .
°̄
V j *1
CASE STUDY

Obviously, according with the algorithm
presented by the equations (7) and (9) and used
in all other hydraulic models outlined above,
true relations for the filtration curves (10),
when the flood hydrograph is approximated by
the spline functions (16), are given by the eq.
(9) where the integral presents the form (45). In
order to apply the results obtained in this
section was developed the MATLAB program
Filtration_Curves _Dig2.m from (Chiorescu
et al., 2007).

Input data for this case study from the work
(Popescu et al., 2008) are taken: HD=4.55 m,
bD=4.0 m – high and width at the top of dike;
m=mAM=3.0, mAV=2.5; nd=0.35, nI=0.05,
kOZ=10.0 m/d; increasing branch of the real
flood hydrograph HHF(t) is done in (Table 3).

Table 3. Increasing branch of the real flood hydrograph

t, [d]
HHF, [m]
t, [d]
HHF, [m]

0=tI
0=HI
8
3.12

1
0.02
9
3.21

2
0.11
10
3.30

3
0.67
11
3.45
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4
1.83
12
3.70

5
2.55
13
4.06

6
2.83
14
4.20

7
2.99
15=tI+tC
4.22=Hmax

Table 4. Values for the parametrs of the approximating functions
and coresponding mean squaered deviation, σ
Approximating function

Numeric values of the parameters

1

linear eq.(12)

vLV= 0.326056 [m/d]

2

periodic, eq. (13)

3

σ
0.50905

H =2.516250 [m],

0.54461

linear, full form eq. (14)

vLV =0.301059 [m/d], HI =0.258309 [m]

0.48950

4

polynomial of the 3rd degree,
eq. (15)

a=0.000542589, b= -0.0312664,
c=0.657847,
d = -0.482789

0.31547

5

cubic spline , eq. (16)

Table 5.

-2.2933e-16

 =1.877469 [m], tC= 15 [d]

Table 5. Natural cubic spline function coefficients
j

dj

cj

bj

aj

[tj, tj+1], [d]

1

0.06171046

0.15013137

0.10842091

0.000

[0, 1]

2

0.06171046

0.03500000

-0.00671046

0.020

[1, 2]

3

0.09144771

0.22013137

0.24842091

0.110

[2, 3]

4

-0.29750131

0.49447451

0.96302680

0.670

[3, 4]

5

0.05855753

-0.39802942

1.05947189

1.830

[4, 5]

6

0.06327120

-0.22235684

0.43908561

2.550

[5, 6]

7

0.00835766

-0.03254323

0.18418563

2.830

[6, 7]

8

-0.00670000

-0.00750000

0.14420005

2.990

[7, 8]

9

0.00844978

-0.02757582

0.10912602

3.120

[8, 9]

10

0.01290274

-0.00222648

0.07932374

3.210

[9, 10]

11

-6.0734e-05

0.03648074

0.11358001

3.300

[10, 11]

12

0.02734020

0.03629953

0.18636033

3.450

[11, 12]

13

-0.09930005

0.11832012

0.34097991

3.700

[12, 13]

14

0.03986001

-0.17958003

0.27972005

4.060

[13, 14]

15

0.03986001

-0.06000000

0.04013999

4.200

[14, 15]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

algorithm applicable to any approximating
analytical function for flood hydrographs.
For validation, this new algorithm was first
tested on the cases already treated in topical
works-which led to similar results (Figure 2).
In (Figure 3) the eight infiltration curves are
represented through the study case dyke
obtained using the proposed hydraulic model
with spline function.

We found that the accuracy of the hydraulic
models that lead to the determination of the
curves of infiltration is strongly dependent on
the accuracy of approximating the flood
hydrographs with analytical function (Figure1).
After reviewing the methodologies used to
develop the hydraulic models, in a consistent
manner, we designed an original general
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Figure 1. Given flood hydrograph and its fit with 5 approximating functions

Figure 2. The validation of the proposed hydraulic model with spline function

Figure 3. The eight infiltration curves through the study case dyke obtained using
the proposed hydraulic model with spline function
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CONCLUSIONS
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